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66 Tucker Grove, Bakers Hill, WA 6562

Type: Residential Land

Andrew Fisher

0403675737

https://realsearch.com.au/residential-land-66-tucker-grove-bakers-hill-wa-6562
https://realsearch.com.au/andrew-fisher-real-estate-agent-from-professionals-stirling-clark


$249,000+

Land is in SUCH short supply right now - there is nothing in the 5-acre range so when one comes up like this, it's just gold

and this is not just any old block either - it's gorgeous! 5 beautiful acres of pasture and trees, double gates, fully fenced,

underground power to the front and surrounded by some amazing homes. It is just crazy to think you can still secure this

type of land at this price, especially when it is just 25 minutes to Mundaring and 20 to Northam township.Located in what

was the Oyston Glades Estate, which sold out long ago, and this one was really a top selection in the estate. Plans have

changed so it needs to find a new owner; don't miss out - grab it while you can and do not miss out.Please call me if you are

intending to go and see it - we have sheep on it now and I would like to ensure we keep them safe and sound!Contact

Andrew on 0403 675 737.Disclaimer: Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this advertisement,

accuracy cannot be guaranteed. To the best of our knowledge the information listed is true and accurate however may be

subject to change without warning at any time and this is often out of our control. Prospective tenants & purchasers

should make their own enquiries to satisfy themselves on all pertinent matters. Details herein do not constitute any

representation by the Owner or the agent and are expressly excluded from any contract.Scammers are actively targeting

real estate transactions. Due to the increasing number of attempted frauds in our industry and in the interest of

protecting your funds we will not provide our trust account details via email. Please contact our agency to confirm

deposit details prior to doing any transfers. Aggressive behaviour and any form of verbal or physical abuse towards our

employees will not be tolerated. Our teams are working as hard as they can, please be patient as we do our best to assist

you.


